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once the capital of a far-
reaching empire stretching from 
South America to Asia, Lisbon 
now oversees a country bur-
dened by fiscal woes and wide-
spread unemployment (in fact, 
some Portuguese have gone, yet 
again, to seek their fortunes in Angola). But helped 
along by a spate of foreign as well as local invest-
ments, the city that was synonymous with faded 
grandeur is undergoing a bit of a face-lift: Its iconic 
riverside square, the Terreiro do Paço, was restored 
last summer, and renovations continue along the 
newly gussied-up Ribeira das Naus, the historic 
promenade on the Tagus River where  Lisboans sun-
bathe and stroll away their weekend afternoons. The 
formerly seedy Cais do Sodré neighborhood has been 
transformed into a stylish hub where the young and 
hip dance until the wee hours at flophouses turned 
nightclubs. New boutique hotels are popping up left 
and right, and a slew of inventive, Michelin-starred 
restaurants have made Lisbon a culinary destination. 
Still, the hill-strewn city with endless water views re-
mains a relative bargain compared with its Western 
European counterparts. Though none of this is a se-
cret to tourists, it’s possible to encounter very few of 
them as you wander through the mosaic-tiled squares 
and twisty-turny cobblestone streets. anja mutić
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Ã
cyclists riding 

through a 
bustling square 
in bairro alto.

the urbanist’s

street art,  fado after-parties,  and nouveau cod.

Lisbon
µ
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B O U T I Q U E  R O W

Rua Dom Pedro is to Príncipe Real  
what West Broadway is to Soho: a 

shopper’s nirvana. Here, Lisbon fashion 
designer Alexandra Moura plots five 

noteworthy stops along the route.
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1 Fabrico Infinito
Rua Dom Pedro V 74 
213-801-141
“Visit Fabrico for its vintage 
lamps from the seventies and 
eighties, a wonderful selection 
of new and used art books, and 
a backyard overseen by NATA, 
a bakery that makes amazing 
pastel de nata tarts. Have one in 
the garden while taking in the 
perfect view of the Lisbon hills.”

2 Óptica Príncipe Real
Rua Dom Pedro V 75 
213-460-711
“This beautiful new  
eyewear boutique carries 
brands like Miu Miu,  
Versace, and Prada and  
has an art-filled area  
where you can sip tea or 
coffee while waiting for  
the optician.” 

3 Kolovrat79
Rua Dom Pedro V 79 
213-874-536
“Bosnian-born, Lisbon- 
based womenswear designer  
Lidija Kolovrat showcases  
her avant-garde line here. 
There’s also a huge  
studio loft on the second 
floor she uses for parties  
and concerts.”

4 Em Nome da Rosa
Rua Dom Pedro V 97-99 
919-755-122 
“This florist carries rare 
flowers like Peruvian  
lilies, birds of paradise, wild 
leek, and coral-bead  
plants; owner Maurício 
Fernandes creates uniquely 
beautiful bouquets.”

5 Espaço B 
Rua Dom Pedro V 120 
213-461-210
“This minimalist store sells 
international and local 
brands, like Dino Alves. 
Browse Fred Perry slim-fit 
shirts, Muuñ Paris bags, Sofie 
D’Hoore dresses, Deux 
Souliers wedges, Nixon 
watches, and Comme des 
Garçons perfumes.”M
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the urbanist’s lisbon
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FA D O  F I N D E R
The Portuguese take their fado—folk music marked by soulful vocals and guitar—seriously. Fado singer 

Cuca Roseta offers a musical tour through Alfama, a maze of narrow alleys and hidden concert halls. 
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“Go to the 
Museu do Fado 
(Largo do 

Chafariz de Dentro 1; 
218-823-470) to  
learn about its history. 
Come on weekends 
around 6:30 p.m. for a 
visita cantada, a guided 
tour that culminates 
with a live concert.” 

“Set out for a night 
crawl around  
7:30 p.m. with the 
fado hobbyists  
at A Baiuca (Rua  
de São Miguel 20;  
218-867-284),  
a minuscule spot 
where you can start 
the evening off with  
a glass of wine.” 

“Pay respects to  
fado icon Amália 
Rodrigues at Panteão 
Nacional (Campo  
de Santa Clara), the 
church where her  
body rests. Look for  
it in Sala Tumular, 
located to the right  
of the church.”

“Next up is Clube  
de Fado (Rua São  
João da Praça 86-94; 
218-852-704; 
reservations 
suggested), five 
minutes away. This  
is where the pros 
perform. I sing  
there, too; it’s like  
my other home.” 

“Ten minutes 
from Clube  
de Fado is  

the intimate Mesa  
de Frades (Rua dos 
Remédios 139A;  
917-029-436). This  
is where all the fado 
singers go after 
work—around 1 a.m.—
to have a nightcap.”

Mercado Fusão

Cod and Custard

GOLDEN OLDIE NEWFANGLED FAVORITE

“Book a table at O Poleiro 
(Rua de Entrecampos 30 A; 

217-976-265), a tiny but 
very good restaurant  
in Entrecampos, and 
order the Gomes de 
Sá–style bacalhau, 
which combines cod, 

potato, onion, boiled 
egg, and olives.”

“Grab one of the signature 
custard pastries at Pastéis de 
Belém (Rua de Belém 84-92; 

213-637-423) in the waterfront 
district. They date back to 

1837, and they’re still 
handcrafted in a secret 
room based on an 

ancient recipe. Eat them 
warm, topped with powdered 
sugar and cinnamon.”

“Order the grilled Iberian  
pork pluma at Salsa & 
Coentros (Rua Coronel 
Marques Leitão 12; 218-410-

990) in Bairro de Alvalade. 
The pluma is located 
on the shoulder  

of the loin, giving it  
a generous marbling 

of fat that leads to 
flavorful tenderness.  

The acorn-fed pork is simply 
grilled, with just salt and 
pepper for seasoning.”

BLACK 
PORK

COD

PASTEL 
DE 
NATA

“Chef Vítor Sobral, one of the 
pioneers of contemporary 
Portuguese cuisine, heads  
up Tasca da Esquina  
(Rua Domingos Sequeira 41C; 
210-993-939) in Campo  
de Ourique. Try the flaked 
cod, a wonderful dish made 
with creamy baked onion, 
fried egg, finely cut potato 
chips, and parsley.”

“At the upscale Feitoria 
Restaurante & Wine Bar 
(Doca do Bom Sucesso;  
210-400-200), inside Altis 
Belém Hotel & Spa, this 
traditional dessert comes 
deconstructed as a phyllo  
roll filled with a pastel de 
nata cream and served with 
cinnamon ice cream, lime 
meringue, and lemon jelly.”

“At Fortaleza do Guincho 
(Estrada do Guincho;  
214-870-491) in Cascais,  
a 40-minute train ride from 
Lisbon, roasted black  
pork from Alentejo comes 
with migas, or bread crumbs, 
cabbage purée, and an 
Espelette-pepper sauce. 
Suspended over the Atlantic 
in a former fort, the 
restaurant has a view of Cabo 
da Roca, the westernmost 
point in continental Europe.”
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R E V E R S E  C O L O N I Z AT I O N 
For better or for worse, Lisbon wouldn’t be the worldly 

city it is today without Portugal’s colonial muddling in 
Angola, Cape Verde, Mozambique, Goa, and beyond. 

Evidence of that reach can be seen everywhere from its 
Capeverdian bean stews to its Luso-African dance 

clubs. Kalaf Angelo, the Angolan emcee of the kuduro 
musical collective Buraka Som Sistema, highlights the 

best spots for taking in the city’s global offerings.

Supposedly, there are over a thousand ways to cook 
codfish, the go-to Portuguese protein. Other staples 

include porco preto, or black pork, and pastel de nata 
pastries. José Avillez, the star chef behind Belcanto, 

reveals spots for traditional and modern takes on each.  

MERCADO FUSÃO 
Praça Martim Moniz 

“Last year, 
entrepreneur José 

Filipe Rebelo Pinto 
founded a market  
that filled Martim 
Moniz Square with 
restaurants, shops,  

art, and music  
from South America,  

Africa, and Asia.  
It’s like he re-created 
the different worlds  

that Portuguese  
sailors encountered  
and brought back  
home during the 
fifteenth century.”

ESCOLA 1001 DANÇAS
Rua Portas de Santo 

Antão 110; 964-781-886
DOCK’S

Rua da Cintura  
do Porto de Lisboa 226 

961-147-456
“Kizomba is the most 
popular music-and-

dance genre in 
Portuguese-speaking 

Africa. Created in 
Angola, it’s a mix of 

traditional rhythms like 
semba and zouk, and 
the dance is done in 

pairs. Take a lesson at 
Escola 1001 Danças, 

and then practice your 
steps at Dock’s, a club 

where you can also hear 
kuduro and Afrohouse.”

ASSOCIAÇÃO 
CABOVERDEANA

Rua Duque de  
Palmela 2, eighth fl. 

213-593-367
“Cachupa, a  

slowly cooked corn-
and-bean stew, is  

served here at 
lunchtime every 

Tuesday and Thursday. 
Mingle with  

a Capeverdian crowd, 
as well as execs  
from the nearby  

banks and insurance 
companies, as  

you listen to mornas 
and coladeiras.”

START FINISH
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Clube de 
Fado
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THE HALL OF 
FAME

Avenida 
Conselheiro 

Fernando de Sousa
“In the district  
of Amoreiras, 

located on several 
blocks around  

the main Avenida, 
there’s a legal— 
or near-legal— 
wall where the 

city’s most skilled 
graffiti writers 
paint without 

hassle.”
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Avenida Fontes Pereira de Melo.Calçada da Glória.A Galeria de Arte Urbana event.

Art in the Avenidas 
While street art first appeared in Lisbon following the 1974 revolution, it 

didn’t ramp up until the mid-nineties, when artists began aggressively tagging, 
scribbling, and stenciling the city. Crackdowns and cleanups followed, but 
have relaxed in recent years; the City Council even extended a conciliatory 

hand by designating legal canvassing zones. Here, local graffiti king Alexandre 
Farto, a.k.a. Vhils, on where to catch the circuit’s most storied street art.

“Pestana Palace (from 
$265; pestana.com) is 

housed in a nineteenth-
century palace in Alcântara 

with French-style décor, 
impeccable gardens, and an 
inspiring view of the Tagus.” 

—joana vasconcelos, 
artist

Where the 
Locals 

Would Stay
“If five-star hotels aren’t 
your thing, consider the 
Passport Lisbon Hostel 
(from $86 for a private 

room; passporthostel.com) 
in Bairro Alto. The location, 

right by Largo Camões, is 
unbeatable, and the 

bedrooms are done nicely 
with pressed wood and 

exposed beams. Plus, the 
owners offer surf trips to 

nearby beaches like 
Carcavelos and outings to 

Sintra and Belém.”  
—josé cabral, fashion 
blogger, the Lisbon Tailor
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“I love the up-and-coming 
area of Cais do Sodré. It 

was once Lisbon’s red-light 
district, where sailors went 
to look for drinks, music, 

and girls. Today, it is swept 
up by hip bars, restaurants, 

a young creative crowd.  
To feel it, stay at the cozy  
Lx Boutique Hotel (from 
$120; lxboutiquehotel 
.com), an old building  

done up by young 
Portuguese architects.”  

—ljubomir stanisic, 
chef, 100 Maneiras

AVENIDA 
FONTES 

PEREIRA DE 
MELO

between Praça 
Marquês de 

Pombal and Praça 
Duque de 
Saldanha

“Here you can  
see pieces by 

Brazil’s Os 
Gêmeos and 

Italian artist Blu 
on the façades  

of two boarded-
up buildings.”

MONTANA 
SHOP & 

GALLERY
Rua da Rosa 14G 

912-993-675
“Every two 

months, this 
Bairro Alto  

gallery showcases 
great exhibitions 

by local and 
international 

street artists such 
as Aryz and  

Pedro Matos.”

GALERIA DE 
ARTE URBANA

galeriaurbana 
.com.pt

“Worth a peek  
are the legal walls 
recently created 

in Calçada  
da Glória, a 

pedestrian street 
along which the 
funicular runs up 

to Bairro Alto. 
GAU is an urban-
art initiative that 
promotes Lisbon 

street art.”

FÁBRICA DO 
BRAÇO DE 

PRATA
Rua da Fábrica 
de Material de 

Guerra 1
“This former 
ammunition 

factory in 
eastern Lisbon 
has pieces by 

Mar, a painting 
by Dirty Cop, 
and a carving  

by me.”
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LXFACTORY
Rua Rodrigues de 

Faria 103  
lxfactory.com

“Check out this 
old factory turned 

cultural and 
business hub in 

Alcântara: Recent 
works here 

include a large 
mural by Mar and 
another by Diogo 

Machado, who 
does work based 

on azulejos, or 
Portuguese tiles.”

DAMN-HIGH RENTS
A late-2012 repeal of 
long-running rent- 
control laws by the center-
right government has  
led to astronomical price 
increases. Practically 
overnight, old-timers 
paying as little as  
¤40 a month were staring 
down ¤600 rents; 
subsequently, some 
255,000 homes were 
affected. Rent-controlled 
commercial spaces 
downtown suffered even 
greater hikes.

WATERFRONT 
CONSTRUCTION 
The battle for waterfront 
real estate is on. Among 
the buzzier public 
projects: a new Cais do 
Sodré pedestrian 
promenade and the 
conversion of the Campo 
das Cebolas parking lot 
into a tree-filled square. 
Preservationists are in a 
tizzy: Should the plans 
actually come to pass, 
they’ll involve the removal 
of historic cobblestone 
and streetlights, not to 
mention many trees. 

RESTAURANT TAX
In late 2011, the 
Portuguese government 
raised the restaurant tax 
from 13 to 23 percent—
now one of the highest  
in Europe. As a result, 
Lisbon’s restaurateurs  
are hurting. Among the 
victims: Gemelli, one  
of the city’s oldest Italian 
restaurants. Others  
are simply restrategizing, 
opening lower-cost 
eateries to offset the losses 
at their high-end  
spots (to wit: José Avillez’s 
Pizzaria Lisboa).

GAY ADOPTION
In May, the Portuguese 
Parliament voted in  
favor of allowing a gay 
citizen who already  
has a child—adopted or 
from a previous 
heterosexual relationship— 
to have his or her partner 
co-adopt the child, 
therefore becoming a 
legal and equal guardian.
A triumph, for sure, 
though some fear 
conservative president 
Aníbal Cavaco Silva  
may veto the bill before  
it is finalized.

TA L K I N G  P O I N T S
Want to rile up a resident? Broach one of these subjects.


